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A *-regular semigroup is a semigroup with a unary operation satisfying the 
axioms x** =x, (XJJ)* =J~*.Y*, and .Y.Y*X = x. A *-regular semigroup is orthodos 
if and only if it satisfies the additional axiom (xx*J~*zz*)’ =xx*~~*rz*. Conse- 
quently, the class of *-orthodox semigroups forms a variety. Clearly, the lattice of 
subvarieties of *-regular idempotent semigroups forms a sublattice of the lattice of 
all varieties of * -orthodox semigroups. This paper completeiy describes the lattice 
of subvarieties of * -regular idempotent semigroups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of varieties, equationally defined classes of algebras, is presently 
the focus of considerable interest in the theory of semigroups. Certainly, the 
class of all semigroups itself forms a variety. Moreover, the class of all 
groups forms a variety; for a group is definable as a set G with a binary 
operation of multiplication and a unary operation, x w x*, satisfying the 
axioms: 
(1) (v> z = X(P), 
(2) x** =x, 
(3) (x-v)* =J)*x*, 
(4) .KX*.Y = x, and 
(5) xx* =Jp. 
In the variety of groups, it is the identity xx* =JJJJ* which yields a unique 
inverse for each element and a unique idempotent for the set. This paper is 
concerned with subvarieties of the variety defined by using only axioms 
(l)-(4) and the additional axiom x2 = x. 
In [ 121, Scheiblich and Nordahl define a *-semigroup to be a set with a 
binary operation . and a unary operation * satisfying axioms (l)-(3). A *- 
regular semigroup is a *-semigroup which satisfies axiom (4). A *-orthodox 
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semigroup is a *-regular semigroup in which the idempotents form a 
subsemigroup. It is shown in [ 121 that a *-regular semigroup is *-orthodox 
if and only if it satisfies the axiom (xx*~JJ*zz*)~ = xx*~y*zz*. Conse- 
quently, the class of *-orthodox semigroups forms a variety, @. A problem 
which immediately presents itself is that of characterizing the lattice of 
subvarieties of 8, &P(e). 
Since a *-regular band (idempotent semigroup) is also a *-orthodox 
semigroup, it is clear that the lattice of all varieties of *-regular bands forms 
a sublattice of Y(b). The purpose of this paper is to describe the lattice of 
all varieties of * -regular bands. The approach taken in accomplishing this 
task is similar to that used by Fennemore [4] and Biryukov [l] in describing 
the lattice of all varieties of bands. The lattice is constructed by giving a 
complete list of inequivalent identities on *-regular bands. 
In considering the list of identities given by Fennemore in the context of 
*-regular bands, two problems are immediate given the presence of the unary 
operation. First, the presence of the unary operation certainly forces 
equivalences of some of the identities in Fennemore’s list. Second, the 
presence of the unary operation might very well “create” some new identities 
which fail to be equivalent to any of those in Fennemore’s list. In order to 
settle these problems, necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence of 
identities in the variety of *-regular bands must be found. As one might 
expect, Fennemore’s conditions for equivalence are no longer sufficient in the 
presence of the * operation. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
An identity on bands is constructed from words in the free semigroup on a 
nonempty set X. Similarly, in the case of *-regular bands, an identity is 
constructed from words in the free *-semigroup on X. The free *-semigroup 
on X, Y;, can be characterized as the collection of all finite sequences of 
elements of XV X*, where X* is a set disjoint from X and equivalent to X 
by a correspondence pairing x E X with x* E X*, and for any word u’ in 
F:, w* is defined in conformity with axioms (l)-(3). 
Let P, Q E Fz. To say that a *-semigroup S satisfies the identity P = Q 
means that Py = Qw for every homomorphism v: x:- S. If the elements of 
X are considered as variables, this is equivalent to saying that every possible 
substitution of elements of S for the variables appearing in P and Q gives 
rise to equal elements of S. 
Let p = ({(a, a*), (a, aa*a): a E x$}) be the smallest congruence on Fz 
which contains the relation {(a, a*), (a, aa*a): a EF$}. It follows that 
F$p is the free *-regular band on X [7, Theorem 6, p. 1661. It is clear that 
certain identities are satisfied in the free *-regular band and, hence, in any *- 
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regular band. In fact, the identity P = Q is satisfied in any “-regular band if 
and only if (P, Q) E p. Certainly, every *-regular band satisfies the identities 
P’ = P and PP*P = P. 
Let P EF$. The content of P, c(P), is defined to be the subset of X 
consisting of those elements of X which appear in P. For example, if 
P 3 @@xzz *, then c(P) = {x, y, z). 
The next result follows from the discussion found in [8, p. lOS]. It is a 
direct consequence of the knowledge that a band is a semilattice of 
rectangular bands, and in the free *-regular band, two elements belong to the 
same rectangular band if and only if they have the same content. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A, B, C ET: with c(3) E c(A) = c(C). Then, 
(ABC, AC) E p. Consequently, every *-regular band satisfies the identity 
ABC = AC if c(B) c_ c(A) = c(C). 
An identity R = S is a consequence of the idenity P = Q if and only if 
whenever P = Q is satisfied in a *-semigroup T, then R = S is satisfied in T. 
This notion is formalized in the following definition and result which are the 
*-analogues to those found in [9]. 
DEFINITION 2.2 [9, p. 4631. Let P, Q, R. S E R;. The identity R = S is 
an immediate consequence of the identity P = Q if and only if there exist 
words E, FE F$ (possibly empty) with c(E) U c(F) E c(R) and a mapping 
y/: X -.F$ (which can be extended to a homomorphism of .F,; into .-F.$) 
such that either 
(1) R = E(Pv) F and S 3 E(Qv) F (or vice versa) 
or 
(2) R E E(PII/)* F and S E E(Qv)* F (or vice versa). 
LEMMA 2.3 [9, p. 4641. Let P, Q, R, S E X$. The identity R = S is a 
consequence of the identity P = Q if and only if there exists a finite sequence 
R = W, , W, ,..., W,, = S of elements of X2 such that, for each i (I < i < n), 
Wi = Wit,, is an immediate consequence of P = Q. 
If R = S is a consequence of P = Q, write P = Q -+ R = S. Two identities 
are equivalent if and only if each is a consequence of the other. 
Let Cr, and .YT be two sets of identities. An identity in 7T is an immediate 
consequence of the family 7, if and only if it is an immediate consequence of 
some element of 7,. Further, an identity in Zz is a consequence qf the farnil) 
7, if and only if there exists a finite sequence as in Lemma 2.3 in which each 
wi = wit, is an immediate consequence of some identity in 2,. If every 
identity in J is a consequence of .Y, , write S; -+ -3;;. 
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The consideration of identities on * -regular bands is divided initially into 
two cases: heterotypical identities and homotypical identities. An identity 
P = Q is called heterotypical if and only if c(P) # c(Q) and homotypical if 
and only if c(P) = c(Q). 
In order to begin a systematic determination of inequivalent identities on 
*-regular bands. it is necessary to introduce the following notation for 
PECq: 
(i) the head of P, h(P), is the element of X U X* which begins P; 
(ii) the tail of P, t(P), is the element of X U X* which ends P; 
(iii) the initial part of P, i(P), is the word obtained from P by 
retaining the first occurrence of each variable in c(P) (in the given order); 
(iv) the final part of P, f (P), is the word obtained from P by retaining 
only the last occurrence of each variable in c(P) (in the given order). 
This notation is consistent with that which appears in [4, lo]. TO illustrate 
the notation, let P = x*yxy*zxz*. Then, h(P) = xx, t(P) = z*, i(P) 3 X*YZ. 
and f (P) E y*xz *. 
In the remainder of this paper, the defining identities for a *-regular band, 
A = (x(y.7) = (xy) z, x** = x, (a)* =y*x*, xx*x =x, x2 =x}, are assumed 
to hold in conjunction with whatever identity is under discussion. Thus, if 
R = S is said to be a consequence of P = Q, it is understood that R = S is a 
consequence of the family A U {P = Q 1. 
3. HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
Petrich has shown in [ 10, Theorem 21 that there are four inequivalent 
heterotypical identities on bands with only a binary operation: a = x, ax = a, 
ax = x, and axa = a. Crucial to the proof of this is the fact that any band 
satisfying a heterotypical identity must be a rectangular band. This last 
result is still valid in the case of *-regular bands and is now stated for 
reference in the context of *-regular bands. 
LEMMA 3.1 [ll, p. 2371. Let B be a *-regular band which satisfies the 
identity P = Q. If P = Q is a heterotypical identity, then B is a rectangular 
band. 
One would expect that the presence of the involution operation in. a *- 
regular band would force the identities ax = a and ax = x to become 
equivalent to each other and, thus, equivalent to a =x. This is indeed the 
case as verified next. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let P, Q EF: and c(P) # c(Q). Then, P = Q iz 
equivalent to 
(1) a =x if h(P) # h(Q) OY t(P) # t(Q), or 
(2) axa = a if h(P) = h(Q) and t(P) = t(Q). 
Proof. Let B be a *-regular band which satisfies the identity P = Q, 
Since P = Q is heterotypical, B is a rectangular band by Lemma 3.1. So, 
clearly, P = Q + axa = a, and a =x-+ P= (2. Moreover, since B is a 
rectangular band, it follows that P = Q ++ h(P) t(P) = h(Q) t(Q). If 
h(P) = h(Q) and t(P) = t(Q), then certainly axa = a 4 h(P) t(Pj = h(Q) t(Q); 
and in this case, P = Q ++ axa = a. 
If h(Pj # h(Q), let x = h(P), y = h(Q), a = t(P), and b = t(Q). Then, 
P = Q + xa = yb. But xa = yb + xaa = yba + xa = ya. Now, in B, 
xa = ya 7 aa = ya + a = ya. Let W, z E B. Then, P = Q + w = zw = 
(,+z*>* = (z*)* = z. H ence, B satisfies x= a. Thus, a =x--t P= Q and 
P=Q-+a=x. SoP=Qt,a=x. 
Similarly, if t(P) # t(Q), then P = Q ts a = x. m 
It has now been shown that for *-regular bands, there are only two 
inequivalent heterotypical identities: a =x and axa = a. Attention is now 
directed to homotypical identities. 
4. HOMOTYPICAL IDENTITIES WITH DIFFERING 
INITIAL PARTS OR DIFFERING FINAL PARTS 
Clearly, for every P, Q E 2-z, P = Q is a consequence of a = x. The next 
lemma shows that every homotypical identity is a consequence of the 
identity x =x*. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P, Q ELF: and c(P) = c(Q). Let B be a nontrivial *- 
regular band which satisfies the identity x=x*. Then: B satisfies P = Q. 
Thus, P = Q is a consequence of x =x*. 
Proof. First, observe that if x=x*: then, for every x, y E B, 
xy = (xy)” =y*x* =yx; and B is a semilattice. Thus, it is clear that if 
c(P) = c(Q), then B satisfies P = Q. I 
It is interesting to observe here that not only does x =x* * XJ’ = yx, but 
x = x* H xy = yx. For, if xy = yx, then it follows that x = XX*X = 
(.xX*)(x*x) = (x*x)(xX*) = x*xx* = x*(x*)* x* =x*. 
Clearly, a = x, a = axa, and x = x* are inequivalent identities. Moreover, 
if a band B satisfies both x = x* and a = axa, then B must be trivial. To see 
this, note that x = x* + xy = y.~ + a = axa = (ax)(xa) = (xa)(ax) = xax = x. 
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so, {x = x*, a = uxu) -+ a =x. Thus, if [p = 41 denotes the variety of *- 
regular bands defined by d U (p = q], it has been established that 
[X=X*]n[a=uxu]=[u=x]. 
The lattice of varieties of *-regular bands then begins as 
[u=uxu] \ p [x=x*] 
‘v’ 
[u=x] 
In continuing, it is useful to note exactly which identities are equivalent to 
x=x* in a * -regular band. In the remainder of this paper, let B denote a *- 
regular band. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P, Q EFj with c(P) = c(Q) = (x1.x2,...,x,} and 
suppose that B satisfies the identity P = Q. If h(P) f h(Q) or t(P) # t(Q), 
then B satisfies x=x*. Consequently, if h(P) #h(Q) or t(P) # t(Q), then 
P=Qttx=x*. 
Proof: Suppose h(P) # h(Q). Let h(P) = xp” and h(Q) = xt where a and /3 
denote either 1 or *. There are two cases to consider: either (1) p = q and 
a f P or (2) p f q. 
Let a E B and suppose that p = q but a # ,!J Define 4: X-t B by x4 = a for 
every ,Y E X. Without loss of generality, a = 1 and /I = *. Extend 4 to a 
homomorphism I+V: Fz-+ B. Now PI,U reduces to either a or au*, and Qw 
reduces to u* or u*u, using the defining equations for a *-regular band. So, 
sinceP~=Q~,theneitheru=a*,uu*=u*,u=u*u,oruu*=u*u. 
Ifpfq, define @X+B by 
xqQ = u* if /I= 1, x,#=u if a=1 
=a if p=* =a x if u=* 
and -u$ = a for x E X - (x,,, xq}. Then, 4 again extends to a homomorphism 
c: R,+ B such that (xt) y = a* and (x,“) I,U = a. Again, since Pt,u = Qv/, it 
follows that either a = a*, a=u*a, uu*=u*u, or ua*=a*. 
Clearly, u=a*a-+u*=(a*a)*=u*(u*)*=u*a=a, or u=u*. 
Similarly, uu*=u*-+u=(u*)*=(uu*)*=uu*=u*, or ~=a*; and 
au* = u*u --t a = u(a*u) = u(uu*) = ua*, or a = au*, whch implies that 
u*=(uu*)*=uu*=u, or ~=a*. 
Thus, each of a = a*, a = a*u, au* = a”, and u*u = au* is equivalent to 
a=u*. So, P=Q+x=x*. By Lemma4.1, x=x*--tP=Q. Hence, 
P=Qe,x=x*. 
Dually, if t(P) # t(Q), P = Q tf x = x*. I 
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By the preceding theorem, only homotypical identities P = Q for which 
h(P) = h(Q) and t(P) = t(Q) remain to be studied. Every identity of this type 
is a consequence of the identity which describes normal *-regular bands: 
axa = ax*a. 
The following lemma is a well-known result for which the proof is a 
straightforward calculation. 
LEMMA 4.3. axya = ayxa t-) axyb = ay<xb in any band. 
An analogous result holds in the case of *-regular bands. 
LEMMA 4.4. axa = ax*a c) axb = ax*b in a *-regular band. 
Proof. Clearly, axb = ax*b + axa = ax *a. Conversely, suppose that 
axa = ax*a. Then, axb = (ax)(axb)(xb) = (axa) x(bxb) = (ax*a) x(bx*b) = 
a[x*(axb)x*] b = a[x*(axb)* x*] b = a(x*b*x*a”x*) b = a(x*b*x*) 
(x*a*x*) b = a(x*bx*)(x*ax*) b = (ax*b)x*(ax*b) = (ax*b)(ax*b) (by 
Lemma 2.1) = ax*b. Thus, axa = ax*a cf axb = ax*b. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. axb = ax*b H axJIb = ayxb in a *-regular band. 
Proof. Suppose first that axb = ax*b. Then, it follows that axyb = 
a(xy)* b = ay*x*b = av*(x*b) = ay(x*b) = (ay)x*b = (ay)xb = a:Jxb. 
Conversely, suppose that axyb = ayxb. Then, axb = a(xx*)(x*x) b = 
a(x*x)(xx*) b = ax*b. So, axb = ax*b c) axyb = ayxb. I 
Combining the results of the preceding three lemmas, it is also apparent 
that in *-regular bands, axa = ax*a t-) axya = ayxa. These equivalences 
clearly yield a method of rewriting a word P in a normal *-regular band, 
LEMMA 4.6. Let P E 2-z with c(P) = {x,, x2,..., x,). Let a = h(P) and 
b = t(P). If B satisfies the identity axa = ax*a, then B satisfies the identity 
P=ax,x, . . . x,b. 
ProoJ Clearly, P = awb where w  E F$ and c(w) E c(P). Then, aPb = 
a(awb) b = awb = P, or aPb = P. In view of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, the 
conclusion is now obvious. I 
It now follows that any homotypical identity P = Q with h(P) = h(Q) and 
t(P) = t(Q) is a consequence of the identity axa = ax*a. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let P, Q ET& c(P) = c(Q) = {x1, x2 ,..., x,}, h(P) = h(Q), 
and t(P) = t(Q). If B satisfies axa = ax*a, then B satisfies P= Q. ThusY 
am = ax*a + P = Q in a *-regular band. 
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Pro05 By Lemma4.6, P= h(P)x,x2 ... x,t(P) and Q =h(Q)x,x2 . . . 
x,1(Q) in B. Thus, if h(P) = h(Q) and t(P) = t(Q), it is clear that B must 
satisfy P = Q. So, axa = ax*a + P = Q. 1 
It is also clear that x = x* + axa = ax*a, and a = axa + axa = ax*a. 
Moreover, it is easy to construct examples of *-regular bands which satisfy 
axa = ax*a but neither x=x* nor a = axa. Hence, these three identities are 
inequivalent. 
In considering the next step up the lattice, it is necessary to characterize 
those identities which are equivalent to axa = ax*a. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let P, Q EF$ c(P) = c(Q), h(P) = h(Q), and 
t(P) = t(Q). If i(P) f i(Q) or f(P) &f(Q), then P = Q t-) axa = ax*a in a *- 
regular band B. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, axa = ax*a + P = Q. Conversely, suppose that 
j(P) 3 x;(‘)x;(2) . . . xE,(“) and i(P) f i(Q). Let Ij(i(P)) be the shortest left cut 
of i(P) containing exactly j variables where 1 <j < n. Since i(P) f i(Q), there 
is a smallest integer k such that f(f,(i(P))) # t(lk(i(Q))). Suppose t(l,(i(P))) = 
x;(~) and t(Zk(i(Q))) = xt(@. Then, i(Q) = x;(~)x;(*) - -. xi?; ‘)x:(~) . . . xi@‘. 
Now either (1) k = 4 and c(k) # 6(q), or (2) k # q. 
If k = q, then, without loss of generality, f(lk(i(P))) =xk and 
t(l,Ji(Q))) =x$. Let a, x E B with a #x. In this case, define 4: X-, B by 
x,#=axa* 3 
xi$=a if c(i) = 1 
for ifkand 1 <i,<n, 
=a * if s(i) = * 
and JJ$ = a for J’ E X- {x,, x2,..., x,,}. Extend 4 to a homomorphism 
IJI:;“,*+ B. Then, P = Q -+ Py = Qy. Thus, a(Py) xa = a(Qw) xa. Since B 
satisfies x2 = x and ADC = AC if c(D) s c(A) = c(C), it follows that 
a(Pu/) xa = axa, and also a(Qty) xa = ax*xa. So, P = Q--f axa = ax*xa for 
every a, x E B. But axa = ax*xa + (axa)* = (ax*xa)* -+ a*x*a* = 
a*x*xa*. Substituting a* for a, a*x*a* = a*x*xa* -+ ax*a = ax*xa. But 
axa = ax*xa and ax*xa = ax*a -+ axa = ax*a. Thus, P = Q -+ axa = ax*a 
in the case of (1). 
On the other hand, if (2) k # q, again let a, x E B with a # x. Define 
4:X-B by 
x& = axa if c(k) = 1 
= a*y*a* r if e(k) = *, 
x, 4 = ax “a if 6(q) = 1 
= a*xa* if 6(q) = *, 
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Xi@ = CI 
* =a 
if E(i) = 1 
if c(i) = * 
for i # k> q and 1 < i < n, 
and J$ = a for y E X - {xl,?cz ,..., ~~1. Then, extending 4 to a 
homomorphism y: F;- B, it follows that (.$@‘) v = axa, (JC~(~‘) v = ax”c, 
a(Piy) xff = axa. and a(Qw)xa = M*?EU, just as in case (1). so> 
P = Q + a(Py) xa = a(Qw) xa -+ axa = ax*xa --f C~?CLZ = ux*a, again as in 
(1). 
By an exactly similar argument, iff(P) &f(Q), then P = Q -+ axa = ux”a. 
Thus, if i(Pj f i(Q) or f(P) &f(Q), P = Q H am = ~*a. I 
The lattice of varieties of * -regular bands has now grown to 
[axu = uxy”u] 
[a = x] 
Moreover, it is now clear that in continuing, it is sufficient to consider 
only those homotypical identities P = Q for which i(P) s i(,Q) and 
f(P) =f(Q), all of which are consequences of a,)ta = czx*u~ 
5. HOMOTYPICAL IDENTITIES WITH IDENTICAL 
INITIAL PARTS AND IDENTICAL FINAL PARTS 
Homotypical identities with identical initial parts and identical tinal parts 
are readily considered once necessary and suffkient conditions for one such 
identity to imply another are found. In order to accomphsh this, some 
additional notation and preliminary lemmas are needed. 
Let P E .F$, 1 c(P)1 = II, and 2 <j < n. 
(i) Let yJP> denote the longest left cut of P containing j - 1 
variables from c(P). Let y(P) c y,(P). 
(ii) Let aj(P) denote the longest right cut of P containing j -- 1 
variables from c(P). Let 6(P) E an(P). 
(iii) Let Zj(P) denote the shortest left cut of P containing j variables 
from c(P). Let l(P) denote I,(P). 
(iv) Let rj(P) denote the shortest right cut of P containing j variables 
from c(P). Let r(P) denote r,(P). 
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To illustrate the preceding notation, let P 3 xy*~*zyx*~z*~~*. Then, 
C(P)= {X,JJ,Z), y2(P)= X, y3(P)= XJ'*X*, 6,(P)EXX*, 6,(P) -X*XZ*XX*, 
Z,(P) = x-y”, Z,(P) z xy*x*z z Z(P), r*(P) = Z*XY*, and r(P) = r3(P) s 
yx *xz “xx * . 
Next, it is shown that an identity P = Q is equivalent to the conjunction of 
two identities involving Z(P), Z(Q), r(P), and r(Q). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P, Q E 9-; with c(P) = c(Q). Then, P = Q t+ Z(P) = 
f(Q) Z(P) and r(P) = r(P) r(Q) in a “-regular band. 
ProoJ Suppose P = Q. Then, PI(P) = QZ(P). Now, PI(P) = Z(P) wZ(P) 
where c(w) E c(Z(P)) = c(P). Since c(P) = c(Q), QZ(P) s Z(Q) uZ(P) where 
c(u) G c(Q) = c(P). It then follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
PI(P) = Z(P) Z(P) = Z(P) and QZ(P) = Z(Q) Z(P). Hence, P = Q + Z(P) = 
z(Q) W 
Similarly, P = Q -+ r(P) = r(P) P = r(P) Q = r(P) r(Q) or r(P) = r(P) r(Q). 
Conversely, suppose Z(P) = Z(Q) Z(P) and r(P) = r(P) r(Q). Then 
P = Z(P) r(P) = Z(Q) Z(P) r(P) r(Q) = Z(Q) r(Q) = Q, or P = Q by Lemma 2.1 
since (P, V’> W), U(Q) W r(P) r(Q), Z(Q) r(Q)), and U(Q) r(Q), Q> are all 
elements of p. I 
The next lemma is an obvious result. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let P, Q, R, S E Y: and i(P) E i(Q), f(P) sf(Q). If 
P = Q --t R = S, thelz i(R) E i(S) and f(R) Ef(S). 
A second necessary condition for P = Q to imply R = S is given in terms 
of sets of identities determined by P = Q and R = S. For P, Q E X:, define 
T(P, Q) = {Yj(P) = Yj(Q), dj(P) = 6jC.Q): 2 Gj < IC(P)I I * 
LEMMA 5.3. Let P, Q, R, S E 9-2 with i(P) s i(Q) and f(P) = f(Q). If 
P = Q -+ R = S, then J’(P, Q) -+ r(R, S). 
ProoJ It is clearly sufficient to show Y(P, Q) + J(R, S) if R = S is an 
immediate consequence of P= Q. In this event, by Definition 2.2, there is a 
homomorphism vy: 7$+ fl: and there are words E, F EX: (possibly 
empty) with c(E) U c(F) E c(R) such that either (i) R G E(Pty) F and 
S _= E(Qv/) F or (ii) R E E(Py)* F and S z E(Qty)* F. 
Now, if Ic(R)l = 1, then Y(R, S) = 0 and the conclusion is trivial. 
Suppose It(R)/ > 2. By Lemma 5.2, i(R) = i(S) and f(R) 3 f(S). In case 
(i), the proof that 3’(P, Q) -+ 3’(R, S) is an easy adaptation of that which 
appears in [4, Lemma 1.18, p. 2451. Consider case (ii) where R = E(Py)* F 
and.S_=E(QW)*F. Let MsR* and N=S*. Then, MrF*(Pv)E* and 
N = F*(Qv/) E*. It follows from case (i) that J(P, Q) -+ yk(M) = y,(N) and 
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6,(M) = 6,(N) for all k. But y,(M) = (6,(M*))* = (6,(R))*, and, likewise, 
6,(M) = (yk(R))*. Similarly, yk(N) = (S,(S))* and 6,(N) = (Y,JS))‘~* Thus, 
~~#4) = I’#) + (6,(R)) * = (6,(S)) * -+ 6,(R) = 6,(S); and 6,(M) = 6,(N) + 
(y,(R))* = (yJS))* -+ y,(R) = yk(S). Hence, ,Y(P, Q) -+ .Y(M, N) + .?‘(R, S?, 
So, .3’(P, Q) + 3’(R, S) if R = S is an immediate consequence of P = Q. 
It follows easily that T(P, Q) -+ S(R, S) whenever P = Q + R = S. 
Following two preliminary lemmas, it is next shown that the two 
preceding conditions are sufficient as well as necessary for one identity to 
imply another. 
Let p denote the mirror-image of P obtained by reading P from right to 
left. For example, if P = .yy*xz, then P= zxy*x. The following result is 
obvious given the presence of the involution. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let P, Q Ex.$. Then, the identities P” = Q* and P= 0 
are each equivalent to the identity P = Q. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let P, Q EK$, i(P) s i(Q), f(P) z/(Q). Let A E.7; and 
let c, d E X - c(A). Suppose that G, W, U E 3-z with c(G) = c(Acd) and 
c(Ac) = c(W) = c(U). If W = U is an immediate consequence of an identity 
in 3(P, Q), then P = Q + AC” Wd”G = Ac”UdbG. 
ProoJ There are two parts to consider. Either 
(a) W = U is an immediate consequence of yx.(P) = YJQ) for some 
k,2,<k<Ic(P)I,or 
(b) W = U is an immediate consequence of d,(P) = S,(Q) for some k, 
2 < k < I @‘)I. 
In the event of (a), there is a homomorphism v: Y:- B and words E, 
FE .F$ (possibly empty) with c(E) U c(F) c c( IV) such that either 
(i) W z E(y,(P)) v/F and U = E(]lk(Q)) VF (or vice versa), or 
(ii) W = E[ (y,(P)) w] * F and U G E[ (yk(Q)) w] * F (or vice versa). 
In the event of (i), AC” Wd”G c Ac”E(y,(P)) vFdaG. Let i(P) = 
yyy;‘a . . . y:,‘“’ G i(Q). Then, P z y,(P) Y$~‘H and Q G yk(Q) yitk’K where 
H, K EX$ and c(H)Uc(K) &c(P). Define 4: X-+B by yi$ =J~II; 
(l<i<k)and 
y# = FdB if e(k) = 1 
= (FdB)* if E(k) = * 
for yEX-- (J~,~JI~,.-.,.Y~-~). 
Then 4 extends to ‘1: 2-z--+ B where (yf”‘) q = (~5”‘) v (I < i < kj and 
(~~tkf~)) q = FdB. 
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Consequently, applying P = Q, Lemma 2.1, and the defining identities for 
a *-regular band, it follows that 
AC” Wd”G 3 Ac”E(y,(P)) iyFdbG 
sAc*E(y,(P)) qFdDG 
= Ac”Eh(P)) v(F@)Wv) G since c(Hq) E c(Acd) = c(G) 
= Ac”EW’)) rr(v;“? t@fil) G 
= Ac”E(y,(P) J$‘~‘H) IIG 
= Ac”E(Pq) G 
= Ac”E(Qq) G applying P = Q 
= Ac”E(y,(Q)y;‘%) rlG 
= Ac"Eh(Q)) K@‘rWd G 
= A c"EMQ)) M’d” (Krl) G 
= Ac”E(y,(Q)j qFd”G since c(Ky) s c(Acd) = c(G) 
= Ac”E(y,(Q)) yFd”G 
= Ac”UdfiG. 
Thus, in the case of (i), P = Q -+ AC” Wd4G = Ac*Ud”G. Next, consider 
(ii). In this case, Ac” Wd”G = AcaE[ (y,(P)) y/J * Fd”G. Again, 
P = yk(P)y;‘k’H and Q = ~f~(Q)y;l’~’ K as in (i). Define 4: X+ B by 
yi@=yiry (l,<i<k) and 
y# = c”E if e(k) = * 
= (c”E)* if s(k) = 1 
for YE X- {Y,,Y~,...,Y-,}. 
Extend 4 to n: .F$+ B. Then, ( y;“‘) n = ( y;“‘) w  (1 < i < k) and 
(~7;‘~‘) q = (PE) +. So, [( ~7;‘~‘) ye] * = c”E. Consequently, applying P = Q, 
Lemma 2.1, and the defining identities for a *-regular band, 
AC” Wd”G = Ac”E[ (y,(P)) w] * Fd4 G 
= Ac”E[(y,(P)) q] * FdbG 
=Ac”(Hq)* (~“E)[(‘J&‘)) rj-] * Fd”G 
since c(Hq) E c(Ac) = c(W) 
= Aca(Hq) * [ ( JJ;‘~‘) a] * [ (yk(P)) r] * Fd”G 
= AC” [(Y,@)) v(J$~‘) GM)] * F&G 
= AC” [(y,(P) yiCk’H) q] * Fd4G 
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=Ac”(Pq)* Fd” G 
= Ac”(Qq)* FdDG applying P = Q 
= AC” [(yk(Q) y;‘%) yl] * Fd’G 
= AC” [(I+(Q)> I?(.$~‘) rlWvl)l* Fd”G 
=Ac”(Kg)* KY;~‘~‘) VI* I(Y,M) vi* F&G 
= Ac”(Kq)* c”E[(y,(Q)) q] * FdbG 
= Ac”E[(y,(Q)) ye] * FdDG since c(Kq) Z c(Acj = c(U) 
=Ac”E[(y,(Q)) iy]* Fd”G 
3 Ac” Ud”G. 
So, P = Q + AC” Wd4G = AC” UdBG in the case of (ii). 
In the event of (b), there is a homomorphism w: Xz-, B such that either 
(i) Ws E(&(P)) y/F and Ur E(6,(Q)) tyF (or vice versa); or (ii) 
W = E[(bV’N WI * F and U z E[(a,(Q)) w] * F (or vice versa). Now, 
UP) = bk(P*II* and S,(Q) = [JJ~(Q*)]*. So, (i) and (ii) can be rewritten as 
(i) WsEE[(y,(P*))ty]*F and U=E[(y,(Q*))y];“F; or (ii) 
WE E(y,(P*)) tyF and U= E(yk(Q*)) tyF. It then follows from (a) that 
P* = Q* --f rlc” WdDG = Ac”Ud4G. But, by Lemma 5.4, P = Q + P* = Q*, 
Thus, P = Q + AC” Wd5G = Ac”UdDG in this case as well. D 
Note that the dual of the above lemma is also valid. 
With the aid of the preceding lemmas, the proof of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for P = Q to imply R = S follows. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let P, Q, R, S E X; and i(P) = i(Q),f(P) -f(Q). Then. 
P=Q+R=S fundonly if 
(1) i(R) - i(S) andf(R) -f(S) and 
(2) ,r(PT Q) + J’(R, S). 
Pvoof. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, if P = Q -+ R = S, then (1) and (2) must 
be valid. Conversely, suppose (1) and (2) are true. In order to show that 
P = Q -+ R = S, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that it is sufficient to show that 
P = Q--f 1(R) = 1(S) I(R) and r(R) = r(R) r(S). 
Let i(R) E ,y;(‘)x;(2! . . . ,y$‘) E i(S). The first claim to be established is that 
P = Q + yj(R> x;“‘Gj = yj(S) x,‘“‘Gj where Gj E 2-y* and c<GJ = 
1x1 1 x* ,--., xj} for every j (2 <j< n). From this it will follow that P = Q + 
I(R) = I(S) Z(R). This claim is established with an induction-type argument. 
To see that P = Q --$ Y*(R) x;‘*‘G, = y2(S) x2 E(Z)GZ, first observe that since 
,3’(P, Q) --f y,(R) = y>(S), there exists a finite sequence yl(R) = ti’, . 
W *,..., W, = y?(S) of elements of Fz such that for each i. 
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c(WJ =c(Y,(R)) = c(Y,(S)) and Wi = vi+, is an immediate consequence of 
some identity in 3’(P, Q) or some identity which defines the variety of *- 
regular bands. Note that c( WJ = {x,} for each i. 
If Wi = Wi+ i is a consequence of a defining identity for *-regular bands: 
then trivially x;(” W,x;“‘G, = x;(” Wi+ 1 x’,‘*‘G, is also a consequence of that 
identity. 
If Wi = Wi+, is an immediate consequence of some identity in 3’(P, Q), 
then, by Lemma 5.5, P = Q + xi(‘) Wix;“‘G2 = x;(‘~ Wi+ ,x;‘*‘G,. It follows 
that P = Q + xf”‘yz (R) x;‘*‘G,~ = x;“‘y,(S) x;@) Gz. Since h(y,(R)) = x;“’ = 
h(y,(S)), it is clear that P = Q + y2 (R) x$*‘G2 = y*(S) x;“‘G,. 
Next, suppose that P = Q + yL(R) x;(~‘G~ = yJS) xitk’Gk, where 
2<k<n. It remains to be shown that P=Q-~,+,(R)x;(~:“G~+~= 
yk+ ,(S) x;y: ‘)Gkfl. Now, since P = Q -+ y,(R) x$~)G~ = yk(S) xEfk’Gk 
where c(Gk) = {xi, x2 ,..., xk}, it follows that P = Q -+ y,(R) xitk’yk+ I(S) = 
Yk(S) xi?k’Yk+ 1 w = Yk t 1 (S). Moreover, since J’(P, Q) + yk+ ,(R) = yk+ ,(S), 
there is a finite sequence of elements of F$, Yk+ ,(R) = W, , 
W 2 ,***, u/;, - Yk+,(S) such that, for each i, Wi = W,,, is an immediate 
consequence of either a defining identity for *-regular bands or an identity 
from T(P, Q). 
Trivially, if Wi = Wi+ , is a consequence of a defining identity, then so is 
yk(R)x’,‘k’Wix;:“~“Gktl=yk(R)x’,’k’Wi+l~;’f~1)Gk+l. 
Otherwise, if Wi = Wit, is an immediate consequence of an identity in 
J’(P, Q), then by Lemma 5.5, P = Q + yk(R) xEck’ Wix;!f: “G, f, = 
~,(R)x;‘~‘W~+~;~~~‘G,.+, for each i. Consequently, it follows that 
P = Q --f y,(R) x;‘k’yk + ,(R) X;:“: “G,, , 
= y,(R) X’,‘k’]‘k+ ,(s) X;iy:“G,, , 
= (Y,(R)x~‘k’~~k+,(~)).~;:k:l’G,+, 
= ~‘k+,(S)Xi:k:l’Gk+l (from above). 
But Yk(~)X;‘k’yk+l(R)=Yk+l(R) as a consequence of the defining equations 
for a *-regular band. Thus, P = Q-t~~~+,(R)x;(f_k;“G~+, = 
Yk+,(~)X~:k:“Gk+,* 
It now follows that P = Q + y,(R) x;(“‘G, = y,(S) xE,(“‘G,, . Since 
c(l(R)) = {xl, x2 ,..., xn}, then P = Q + y,(R) x;‘“‘l(R) = y,(S) x;‘“‘/(R) or 
Z(R) Z(R) = I(S) I(R). Thus, P = Q -+ Z(R) = I(S) I(R). Dually, P = Q -+ r(R) = 
r(R) r(S). Hence, P = Q--t R = S. 1 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE LATTICE 
Theorem 5.6 of the preceding section yields a method of constructing a 
chain of inequivalent identities above the identity uxa = ax*a. At this point, 
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it is useful to introduce notation which will facilitate the description of these. 
identities. 
For each natural number n, define R,, S,, E X: in the following manner: 
Let 
R,-x, and s, =x;x,. 
R2 = xIx2 and s2 = x, x*x: x2. 
If n > 3 and PZ is even, let 
If n > 3 and n is odd, let 
R, = R,-2-~(,+1,,2 and sn = sn-2X(,+1,,2R,-2X(,+l,;2 
where 
%+1)/2 EX--R-d. 
Several observations are relevant. First, note that RL = S, H x = x* and 
R2 = S2 c-) axa = ax*a by Theorems 4.2 and 4.8, respectively. Second, it is 
clear that for every n, 
I d%l = I c(s,Al = (n + W if 12 is even 
= (n + I)/2 if n is odd. 
Let rP = {R, = S,: n = 1, 2 ,..., } U {x=x}. It is now shown that P 
constitutes a chain which is a complete set of inequivalent homotypical iden- 
tities. 
First, note that the shortest left cut of R, containing all but one variable is 
identical to the shortest left cut of S, containing al! but one variable, and 
r(RJ = r(S,) for every n. It follows that the only nontrivial identity 
belonging to 3’(R,,~,) is y(R,) = y(S,), or Hn-? = S,-?. Hence, 
r(R,, S,) = {Ii,-, = Sn--2, x=x}. With this observation, it now follows 
that Y is a chain of inequivalent identities. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let n be a natural number. Therz, R,, = S, + Rn+k = Slltk 
f%r every natural number k. Moreover, for every k, R, i- k = S, + k fr R,, = S,? . 
Proof (by induction). It is first shown that R, = S,, $ R, i 1 = S,, I for all 
n. Since R, = S, c) x=x* and every homotypical identity has been shown 
to be a consequence of x = x* in Lemma 4.1, it is clear that R i = S, -+ 
Rz=S,. It is equally clear that Rz=S,+R,=S,. 
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Let n be a natural number and suppose that R, = S, q! Rk+ , = S,, 1 for all 
k < n. Since R, = S, ++ axa = ax*a, and, by Lemma 4.7, every homotypical 
identity with identical initial parts and identical final parts is a consequence 
of axa = ax*a, it follows that R, = S, + R, = S,. Moreover, examples can 
be constructed of *-regular bands which satisfy R, = S, but not RI = Sz. So, 
R,= S, +-Rz = Sz. Thus, it may be assumed that n > 3. Now, Z(R,, , S,) = 
(R,-z=Sn-2,~=~} and 5’(Rn+,,Sn+,)= {~~-I=~,-,,x=x}. By the 
induction hypohesis, lJnW2 = S,-, z# R,-, = S,_, . So, by Lemma 5.4, 
En-, = s,-, stR,-,=S,-,. Thus, Y(R,,Sn)~?(R,,+1,S,+,), On+,)= 
i(S,+,), and f(R,+,) =f(S,+,). By Theorem 5.6, it follows that R, = S,l q! 
R It+1 = s,+,* 
Next, suppose that R, = S, 2 Rntp = Sn+p. The final claim to be 
established is that R, = S,$ Rn+p+l = Sn+,,+,. By the argument above, 
R ntp= Lp~e?tptl =Lptl- It follows easily from the induction 
hypothesis that R, = S, $ Rn+p+, = S,,,, ,. 
Hence, R, = S, $ Rn+k = S,,, for every n and for every k. 1 
Next, it is verified that Y is a complete set of homotypical identities. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let P, Q E F$ with c(P) = c(Q). Either P = Q t) R, = S, 
for some natural number n, or P = Q tf x = x. 
ProoJ If h(P) # h(Q) or t(P) # t(Q), then, by Theorem 4.2, P = Q tf 
R,=S,. 
If h(P) = h(Q) and t(P) = t(Q) but either i(P) f i(Q) orf(P) &f(Q), then, 
by Theorem 4.8, P = Q tt R, = S,. 
Finally, suppose i(P) = i(Q) and f(P) =f(Q). The result is proven in this 
case by induction on /c(P)\. 
Suppose Ic(P)I = 1. Then, since i(P) = i(Q) andf(P) =f(Q), it is clear that 
P E Q, for the only possible words with content {x} are equal to either X, 
xx*, x*x, or x*, by the defining identities for a *-regular band; and any 
distinct pair of these has either differing initial or final parts. So, P = Q t) 
x=x in this case. 
Next, let n be a natural number and suppose that for every k < n, if W, 
VEX,: with i(W)= i(V), f(w)-f(v), and It(W) = k, then W= V- 
R, = S, for some m, or W= V++ x = x. Let P, Q E K$ with identical 
initial and final parts and Ic(P)I = n. Every identity in T(P, Q) has content 
of cardinality strictly less than n. Consequently, by the induction hypothesis, 
every identity in J(P, Q) is equivalent to some element of 9. Denote by 
Y(P, Q) those identities in .!Y equivalent to identities in T(P, Q). If 
9(P, Q) = {x = x}, then clearly 5’(P, Q) + Y(P, Q), and Y(P, Q) --t 
Y(P, Q). So, by Theorem 5.6, P = Q +-+ x =x. Otherwise, there is a smallest 
natural number m such that R, = S, is equivalent to some element of 
J(P, Q). It follows that Rm+2 = S,,, w P = Q. To see this, observe that 
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~(Rm+z~ Sm+*)= {R,=S,, x=x}, and by Lemma 5.4, R,=S,+-+ 
R,=S,. Now,r(P,Q)-~(R,+,,S,+,); and so, P=Q+R,+r=S,+z. 
Further, by Lemma6.1, R, =S,+ R, = S, for every n>,m. Then, 
R,= S, +T’y(P, Q) by the choice of m. So, 3’(Rm+?, S,+,)-+ 3(P$ Q); 
andhence,R,,,=S,,,-+P=Q.Thus,P=Q++R,,,=Smf~. 1 
THEOREM 6.3. Every variety of *-regular bands can be defined bq: 
exactly one of the identities from 9 U {a = x, axa = a j. 
Proof. Let 55 be a variety of *-regular bands defined by the collection of 
identities {P, = Q,: a E A 1. By Theorems 3.2 and 6.2, every identity in 
{P, = Qu: a E Ai) is equivalent to some identity in 9 ii {a = x, axa = a\. If 
some identity is equivalent to a = x, then clearly 3 = fa = x]~ If some 
identity is equivalent to a = axa and some other identity is equivalent to 
x = x*, then [a=x]cFz[axa=a, x=x*]. But, [axa=a, x=x*]= 
[a = x] ; so, again, 59 = [a =x1. If no identity is equivalent to a =x or 
x=x*, but some identity is equivalent to axa = a, then clearly 
F = [axa = a j. If all identities are homotypical, let n(0) be the smallest 
natural number for which RnCo, = SnCo, is equivalent to some identity in 
(P, = (2,: a E A). Since 9 is a chain, it follows then that 3 = 
~hu = %o,l . 4 
As a consequence of Theorem 6.3, the lattice of all varieties of *-regular 
bands is given by 5Y u (a = x, axa = a}. The structure of this lattice is 
7 [x=x1 
4 [R, = S,] = [dxy = dxdx*xydxy] 
t 
[R, = S, ] = [xad = xax*adxad] 
’ 
t 
[R, = S,] = (xd = x-y*d,ud] 
A’ 
R, = S2] = [ax = ax*ax] 
/ \ (normal bands) 
[a = axa] 4” 
(rectangular bands) \\, 
‘) [R1=S,]=[x=x”x] 
,/” (semilattices) 
‘\,,,,’ 
[R, = S,] = [a = x] 
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Remark 6.4. The analogue of Petrich’s structure theorem for bands 
[8, Theorem 3.16, p. 1021 for a *-regular band B is obtained by requiring the 
rectangular bands E, in the semilattice decomposition of B to be square (i.e., 
E, = 1, X 1,) with involution defined by (I, ,u)* = (,u, I) and the structure 
maps for a e E,, a@P,n = (&j, I&) (u >/.I) related by IV/; = @‘I, for every 
I E I,. It follows easily that a *-regular band B is 
(1) normal if and only if, for every a E E, and a > /I, 4; is constant; 
and (2) regular if and only if, for every a, b E E, and (r >,L?, whenever 
(a, 6) E 9, 4: = 4:. 
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